illuminate Education

People aged between 18 and
40 in Tasmania need to enjoy
discovering new books,
reading and discussing key
themes because reading and
literacy is an important
skill for life, to build
creativity and imagination
and to share with children,
but bookstores are closing
down in communities as they
are not offering an
experience that draws people
together

Book Shop
Retail - buying books and
related items.
Cafe - social atmosphere
Book pods & workshops help people learn and
develop a love of reading
Events - different theme
focus both for adults and
children

Young people in school /
study.
Looking for social space
to relax and socialise.
Up for new experiences.
Live in the local area.
Likely to buy coffee and
treats as books.
Young adults.
Books for gifts and
person reading.
Interested in more
controversial topics and
discussions.
Look to make store
experience a regular
event.
Young parents.
Want to share reading
and stories with children.
Meet with other parents.
Bring life to the store
and energy.

Selling books.
Coffee and snacks at the cafe.

Stories that excite, teach
and challenge.
Conversations about
books.
Welcoming social
environment.
Child friendly but also
educational.

Begin with family
friendly books and coffee
cart, and trial at school
events as a market stall.
Survey customers and
prepare for the real
outlet based on data.
Look at renting a small
space to test the concept,
expanding range of books.

Treat Yo’ Shelves

Barista
Social Media
Use Facebook &
Instagram with books,
discussions, events and
social life in the store.

Retail salespeople,
trained in literacy skills
and teaching

Newsletter
Emails to draw people
into the store around
upcoming events and new
books.
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Book Publishers
Need to keep good
relationships to get
books as they are
released, and orders in
quickly.
Food Suppliers
Healthy and best quality
food to sell.
Customers
Share the experience in
the store, and recommend
others to come in.

Signage around Town
Direct people to the
store.
School Event Stall
Keep reaching out to
young parents, and taking
the experience to them.
Promote them to come
back into the store.
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Shelves
Coffee Machine & Fridges
Computers for Sales
Books for sales
Food supplies for cafe

Staff
Rent
Books to sell.
Food supplies for cafe.
Advertising.

Schools / Childcare
Leverage relationship to
reach target audience and
share the joy of reading.
Local Businesses
Come and visit for coffee,
and enjoy the experience.

